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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ADC  apparent diffusion coefficient
BPD  bronchopulmonary dysplasia
BSID-III  Bayley scales of infant development - version 3
CC  corpus callosum
CBCL  child behavior check list
DEHSI  diffuse excessive high signal intensity
DWI  diffusion weighted imaging
DTI  diffusion tensor imaging
FA  fractional anisotropy
GA  gestational age
GMFCs  gross motor function classification system
GMH  germinal matrix hemorrhage
HC  head circumference
IUGR  intrauterine growth retardation
IVH  intraventricular hemorrhage
MDI  mental developmental index
PDA  persistent ductus arteriosus
PDI  psychomotor developmental index
PLIC  posterior limb of internal capsule
PMA  postmenstrual age
PWML  punctate white matter lesion
RDS  respiratory distress syndrome
TEA  term equivalent age
VPTI  very preterm infants
WM  white matter
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